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 That´s it...But in the whole mod...i can´t see any other changes. So which other roads should i change or change anything? Here
are 2 small roads, de Boschstraat(SH-71) and de Tweede Maasriver. Hi guys, i can´t mod anything at all. But i´m good in

dreaming about stuff.:) Nowadays have so much nice road tracks for AC which already got two-lane ai. That´s it...But in the
whole mod...i can´t see any other changes. So which other roads should i change or change anything? Here are 2 small roads, de
Boschstraat(SH-71) and de Tweede Maasriver. Funnily enough, that first screenshot is from the developers map pack: Sorry, but
I'm not going to do this all over again. There were a few changes in the last Map Editor version, and those changes weren't good.
There have been enough changes since then that I can't take any more. I'm glad you enjoy playing this mod, but it's time to move
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on. Here is a screen shot of how the current version looks in game: If you do manage to find a mod that works with my mod,
PM me and I'll help you out with anything you need. Hello guys, thank you all for all the help i got last year...but i still get
problems to edit roadtracks. I´ve just downloaded all the last version of the map editor and now i try to edit something in

roadtracks. I also have installed the next version of the map editor. I dont understand what is the problem with the last map
editor. Cause now i do not get any problem at all with editing roadtracks. I got another question. Is there a cool editor for the

map editor? Cause i can´t find any editor 82157476af
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